
Case Study

“Using Verizon’s 
SIP-based VoIP 
service has turned 
our telephone service 
into a resource in the 
‘cloud,’ rather than a 
multitude of separate 
network links. We’re 
benefiting from 
improved services that 
require less equipment, 
make our business 
more agile and deliver 
considerable savings.”
John Sweeney, 
Associate Director 
Global Network Operations, ICON plc

ICON 
speeding expansion to meet 
client requirements 

Verizon VoIP solution 
based on Session 
Initiation Protocol 
(SIP) trunking allowed a 
single IP PBX to control 
inbound and outbound 
voice traffic; and 
SIP trunks at several 
hub sites, providing 
connections to the PSTN 
for the hub site and a 
group of remote sites. 

an innovative looK at groWtH
ICON’s growth has been driven predominantly by 
increasing demand from pharmaceutical 
companies looking to outsource the running of 
clinical studies. The company is known for 
combining clinical expertise with technological 
innovation: it develops platforms and solutions 
specifically for its customers’ research needs; 
and it’s pioneered the use of electronic reporting 
of patient outcomes and of interactive voice 
and web response services (IVR and IWR) in 
clinical trials.
When ICON expands to a new location it’s usually 
because of a new clinical trial. The new site 
— whether an office, laboratory or research 
centre — needs to be up and running as quickly 
and cost-effectively as possible. One significant 
constraint has always been the time and expense 
of providing sites with access to all the data and 
communication systems they need. If demand for 
ICON’s services in the new location then grows 
quickly enough, the situation is exacerbated by 
having to repeat the process with a move to 
larger premises. Sometimes this can happen 
within as little as six months.
John Sweeney, ICON’s associate director for 
global network operations, knew there was a 
more efficient way to build out new sites: by 
taking advantage of innovative IT service delivery 
models that enable remote (or “virtual”) delivery 
of services without the need to install and 
configure a lot of equipment locally.

“We knew if we could create a company ‘cloud’ 
by centralizing key IT resources, we could simply 
connect each site to this ‘cloud’ and reduce the 
time and expense to set up or move new sites,” 
he explains.
Critically, this approach depends on having the 
right network: one that can provide rapid, reliable 
access to remote services for users wherever 
they are. ICON has such a network in its managed 
global MPLS network, provided by Verizon. The 
reliability and quality of this private IP VPN 
enabled Icon to start a centralization program by 
pulling data from remote sites and consolidating 
it in data centers at a small number of hub sites.

data under control; WHat about voice?

Successful centralization of data storage gave 
John the impetus to find an equivalent solution 
for voice. He wanted to reduce the time, effort, 
and expense involved in installing and 
configuring phone systems at every site, and 
connecting them to the PSTN.

“Call routing is efficient and 
provides the call quality required 
by our staff and clients,” 
says John Sweeney

A company whose growth is founded on innovation naturally turns to the latest networking and 
communication technologies to support its rapid expansion. 
ICON plc was founded in Dublin, Ireland, in 1990 to provide outsourced clinical research and 
development services to the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device industries. Twenty 
years later the company has 71 sites in 39 countries and is one of the world’s top ten contract 
research organizations.



•	 More agile business
•	 Quicker deployment of  

voice service
•	 Improved flexibility
•	 No compromise in quality 
•	 Reduced costs
•	 Better conferencing
•	 Enhanced mobility
•	 Virtual service delivery

ICON plc is a global provider of 
outsourced development 
services to the pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology and medical 
device industries. The Company 
specializes in the strategic 
development, management and 
analysis of programs that 
support clinical development 
— from compound selection to 
Phase I-IV clinical studies. With 
headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, 
ICON currently operates from 71 
locations in 39 countries and has 
approximately 7,700 employees. 
Further information is available 
at www.iconplc.com.

The company was already successfully using 
VoIP over the Verizon network for inter-site 
calling and was satisfied with the call quality. 
With all ICON sites connected to the global 
network, moving to VoIP for external calls was 
an obvious consideration. 
The reliability of the Verizon network service 
and the strong relationship between the two 
companies meant that Sweeney saw it as a 
natural step to approach Verizon for help. 
“We’re used to exploring the latest technologies 
to deliver better services to our customers,” he 
said. “We’re equally ready to take advantage 
of technology to improve our operational 
efficiency. Verizon helps us understand what the 
options are and what’s best for our business.”

Flexibility improved,  
quality maintained
Verizon recommended a VoIP solution based  
on Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) trunking.  
A single IP PBX controls inbound and outbound 
voice traffic; and SIP trunks at several hub  
sites provide connections to the PSTN for the 
hub site and a group of remote sites. The  
remote sites get their phone service through 
their connection to the hub on the Verizon  
MPLS network.
With this setup it’s much faster and easier to 
provide telephone service to a new ICON site. 
Sites need little more in the way of equipment 
than IP handsets and PCs for their voice and 
data requirements; they can be set up, 
dismantled, and relocated quickly and 
efficiently, enabling ICON to scale its global 
presence in line with evolving client and  
market demands.
To maintain call quality, voice traffic is 
prioritized over other traffic on ICON’s  
network and Verizon handles all handoffs 
between ICON’s network and the PSTN.  
“Call routing is efficient and provides  
the call quality required by our staff and  
clients,” added John Sweeney.

pooling capacity delivers savings
The new VoIP service is not just for new sites: 
ICON is migrating existing sites to the service 
and seeing considerable savings as a result, 
Sweeney also revealed. 
The savings come predominantly by reducing 
the committed costs associated with system 

support and maintenance, hardware and 
software upgrade cycles, and line rental, 
which can be as high as $11,800 a year per 
site. Instead of having to pay for a minimum 
30-channel connection at every site regardless 
of its size, ICON shares capacity across a group 
of sites, all of which have access to a pool of SIP 
ports that’s available for bursts of demand. 
“We simply have to make sure there are enough 
ports to support calls across the group,” 
Sweeney explained. “Verizon helps us do this, so 
that we maintain voice quality at each site as it 
migrates to VoIP.”

better conFerencing,  
improved mobility
Conference calling, which is used extensively for 
project management, is also handled using the 
new VoIP service. Participants dial into a 
conference through the global network, 
breaking out to a conference bridge as a local 
call. Previously all conference calls had to route 
through ICON’s Dublin head office, but the call 
path is now much more efficient and the call 
quality much better with the Verizon VoIP 
service.
Although conferencing is popular, travel is still 
an unavoidable element of some roles. VoIP 
makes it easier for travelling staff to remain 
contactable wherever they are, as they can be 
reached on their usual number. IP handsets work 
in the same way in every office; so staff simply 
log in to the network with their usual credentials 
for access to all the features they’re familiar 
with. They’re also less tempted to use their 
mobile phones, which helps ICON control its 
mobile telephony bill.
“Using Verizon’s SIP-based VoIP service has 
turned our telephone service into a resource in 
the ‘cloud’, rather than a multitude of separate 
network links,” Sweeney concluded. “We’re 
benefiting from improved services that require 
less equipment, make our business more agile, 
and deliver considerable savings.” 

learn more
For more information, visit  
verizonenterprise.com/products/voip/.
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